Abstract: This paper presents a generic, scalable approach IO obtain closed-form state-trajectory expressions for highorder (order > 2) lowpass sigma-delta ( L A ) modulators with distinct noise transfer function (NTF) zeros. Consunt modulator input is assumed. The techniques of state-space diagonalization, continuous-time embedding, and PoincarL nmp analysis arc combined and extended. It is shown that an even-order modulator can be decomposed into individual second-order subsystems with circular trajectories about two half-plane centers. while an odd-order modulator will result in an additional first-order subsystem represented by an oscillating quantity. The trajectory and half-plane transition expressions thus obtained provide effective tools Tor stability analysis or ZA modulators.
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SIMILARITY TRANSFORMS
This section describes the diagonalization o f an arbitrary-order ZA modulator with distinct NTF zeros.
The cascade-of-resonators architecture [SI (Fig. la) It should be stressed that (I), (4). (7) and (11) all describe the same Z4 modulator because y (thus the modulator output v ) is invariant. The only distinction lies in the different choices of state-vectors.
CONTINUOUS-TIME EMBEDDING
Embcdding [7] refcrs to thc construction of a set of continuous differential equations whose solution, in the form of a time-evolving trajectory, contains every point along the discrcic trajectory solvcd from thc discrctc system of equations. Such process results in oontinuoustime functions easier to handle analytically. To embed an arbitrary-order discrete-time system like (1 I), we consider a continunus-time counterpart Thcsc two equations rcvcal that sccond-order subsyslems represents circular trajectories orbiting about two centers symmetric about the origin: while the first-order subsystem is an oscillating quantity. Fig. 2 shows thc typical dynamics of these subsystems. 
POINCA& SECTIONS
The third line in ( I 8) can be verified to be equal tn 
where i is an identity mavix with appropriate dimension. In the second line of (21) the superscripts for the discrete system matrices are omitted because the cnpression inside thc bracket is invariant under similarity tmnsforms. This bracketed value, denoted by K , is in fact thc forward-path resonator DC gain (ignoring the last branch in vdd-order modulators which is not pan of a resonator, i.e., by pulling b,k, ... k, =O in , and 6, (i.c., i, and i, in Fig. 3c ) arc mappcd by $and q time-step backward, they will land on P , so The boundedness and positioning (and thus the modulator stability and exact valucs of 4 and q) of the transition points into these wedges are, however, analytically intractable. Fig. 3d shows the possible conlinuous-timefirst-retum limit cycle and fixed-points, denoted by ip* and ;p*, arising from a particular trmsition flow. Wang has investigated the case of q= I, called the boundaiy transition flow, which has intuitively further stretched limit cycles (but whose stability do not necessarily guarantee stability of a XA modulator). Fig. 4 shows the actual discrete lrajectories transformed into the subsystem framework, togelhcr with the limit cycle of the boundary tramition flow. In a recent work by the authors [12] , it is shown that stability analysis must involvc a11 possiblc lransition flows. By virtue of the trajectory and transition expressions prcsented in this paper, cffcient numcrical methods can bc used to locate all possible fixed-points and evaluate the stability of their accompanying limit cycles [IZ].
CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a nonlinear dynamical approach to the investigation of the state-trajectory behavior of high-order (order 7 21, lowpass XA modulators with distinct NTF zeros under constant input. Algebraic difficulties arising from the nonlinear quantizer function havc bccn tacklcd by combining and extending the techniques of state-space diagonalization.
continuous-time embedding and PoincarC map analysis.
It has been shown that this class of XA modulators can be decomposed into individual second-order subsystems with circular trajectories orbiting about two half-plane centers, whcrcas for odd-ordcr modulators there is an additional fm-order subsystem exhibiting an oscillating quantity. Trajectory and transition expressions thus dcrived constitute useful tools for smbility analysis.
